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Intended learning outcomes

- Make an effective and structured search for your dissertation or thesis
- Know where to look for different types of information
- Know where to come for help
Expectations...?
At the university library, we can help you to find printed and electronic books and articles.
Start here:  
uit.no/ub

or here:  
uit.oria.no
Much of the (journal) literature and the vast majority of e-books are behind paywalls. You get access by being affiliated to UiT.

To get this access, you must be recognized with an IP-address from UiT. Outside campus, you must therefore use a VPN client.

uit.oria.no

Change to «All libraries» to search for resources at other institutions.
E-journals from multiple publishers and platforms.

Digital access to thousands of the world’s most popular newspapers and magazines.

Available on the App Store, Google Play, and Amazon for Android.
Can't find it?

Use this form to request material you could not find in Oria.

Resource Information:
- Citation type:
- Title:
- Author (Last name, first name):
- ISBN:
- Publisher:
- Publication data:
- Volume:
- Part:
- Series Title Number:
- Pages to photocopy:

Delivery Information:
- Format:
- Pickup/delivery location:
- Comment:

Request
Databases are useful for systematic searches.
Databases have useful features like showing who have cited the article and exporting citations.
Google Scholar is easy to use, but gives more «search noise»

Google Scholar gives search results from scientific journals, open archives and books. Read about the features to optimize your search, learn to set up a library, etc.
Google Scholar has disadvantages compared to other scientific databases.

- Less degree of control and insufficient metadata.
- Inflated search results.
- Not as regularly updated.
- Does not list more than the first 1000 hits.

Hard to understand your own information needs?

What do you need?
Where do you find it?
How do you find it?
Systematic literature search

• Step by step process
• Structured and preplanned
• Careful consideration of search terms
• Selection of databases
• Choice of search methods
• Reflection on the search results
Information search – the preferred workflow

- Write down research question or topic
- Identify the central concept(s)
- Find appropriate terms (and keywords) to each of the concept – one at a time
Research question: Main concepts

Example:

What measures have been taken to help prevent AIDS in the horn of Africa?
Search preparation: Keywords

- AIDS
  - HIV
  - Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
  - Human Immunodeficiency Virus

- Help prevent
  - Prevent(ion)
  - Intervention
  - Awareness
  - Educat(ion)

- Horn Africa
  - Djibouti
  - Eritrea
  - Ethiopia
  - Somalia
Information search – the preferred workflow

• Write down research question or topic

• Identify the central concept(s)

• Find appropriate terms (and keywords) to each of the concept – one at a time

• Combine search terms:
  - first all synonyms covering one concept (OR)
  - then search results from different concepts (AND)
Operations - OR

Is used to:

- Link terms that we think are synonyms that will capture the same concept.

What kind of effect has OR?
- Expanding
- Several OR combinations gives more hits
Operators - AND

Is used to:
Link terms for different concepts when we want literature about both concepts simultaneously

The effect of AND?
Narrow

The more AND-combinations - fewer hits.
Further search syntax

• Quotations marks: used for phrase searching
  – e.g. “graduate students”

• Wildcards
  – Asterisk (*): use to pick up variants of terms
    • e.g. parent*: parent, parental
  – Question mark (?): Used to replace a single character
    • e.g. t?re : tire, tore, tyre
  – Dollar sign ($) : To find both the American and British spelling
    • e.g. flavo$r: flavour and flavor / colo$r: colour and color

• Parentheses
  – e.g. (academic OR educational) AND achievement
Combine searches

AIDS OR HIV OR “acquired immune deficiency syndrome” OR “human immunodeficiency virus”

prevent* OR interv* OR aware* OR educat*

“Horn Africa” OR Djibouti OR Eritrea OR Ethiopia OR Somalia

combined (AND) search = 1311 hits
Exercise 1: Search preparation
(ca. 15 mins)

• Explain your research question (or topic), as clearly and concisely as you can, to your partner.

• Work together to identify the main concepts («boxes») on which you could build a search.

• At half time (or third), switch and repeat.
(More on) efficient workflow

• Build your search in the most relevant database

• Consider the amount of hits against your expectations. Refine your search by narrowing in.... or widening out as needed

• Adapt your search to other databases

• Make yourself a user profile, save your searches, and set up alerts
Do you already have a very good paper? Take a look at:
- the index terms (Keywords). This may give you some new terms to search for
- the function Times Cited. This will give you newer articles that has cited your paper

Find good search terms and relevant literature:
Keywords and Thesaurus / Controlled vocabulary / subject headings

Non-Indexed databases

• **Keyword**
  – Author selected
  – Word in title, abstract or anywhere in an article
  – Always use a variety of keywords to search
    • [Google Scholar](https://scholar.google.com)
    • [Web of Science](https://webofknowledge.com)

– [https://libguides.usc.edu/c.php?g=631331&p=4411583](https://libguides.usc.edu/c.php?g=631331&p=4411583)
Keywords and Thesaurus / Controlled vocabulary / subject headings

Indexed databases

- Thesaurus / Controlled vocabulary / subject headings
  - Word(s) and/or phrase(s) used to describe a specific concept or idea
  - Individual citations are reviewed, usually by a subject specialist, and the appropriate term is applied (even if the author does not use that exact term)
  - Indexed databases generally provide a link to their thesaurus:
    - **PubMed**: Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
    - **PsycINFO**: Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms
Example of a PubMed MeSH Hierarchy Tree

Selected term: Climatic processes

https://libguides.usc.edu/c.php?g=631331&p=4411583
Keywords and Thesaurus / Controlled vocabulary / subject headings

• Example:

• **Keywords**: cat scan OR ct scan OR x-ray scan OR tomography OR tomodensitometry OR ct x ray OR cine ct

• **PubMed MeSH** *(thesaurus/subject) Term*: Tomography, X-Ray Computed
Keywords and Thesaurus / Controlled vocabulary / subject headings

Recommendation:

– Use a combination of **keywords** and **controlled vocabulary/ subject headings** (when available) to find all related articles or materials.
Database selection - Talk to the library!

Med/health essentials:
- Cochrane library (Wiley)
- Medline (Ovid)
- PsycINFO (Ovid)
- PubMed

Science and Technology:
- Standard.no
- ACM Library
- IEEE Xplore

Cross disciplinary:
- Google Scholar
- Scopus (Elsevier)
- Web of Science (Clarivate)

Find database for your field: https://uit.no/ub/fag#linje4
New Phd…? **Munin** is an Open Archive with master’s and doctoral thesis, articles, reports, etc.

[Image of the Munin website]

**Munin** is an open research archive for the University of Tromsø, Norway. It contains a variety of academic documents including master’s and doctoral theses, articles, and reports. The website provides a search function and browse categories by author, titles, and dates. There are also sub-communities for different faculties and collections within the archive.
Looking for the PhD work of others?

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global (PQDT Global)

- The world's most comprehensive collection of full-text dissertations and theses
  - US, UK, Ireland
  - Millions of searchable citations (1861 →)
  - 1 million in full-text (pdf), primarily 1997 →
  - 2 millions available for purchase in print
  - 70,000 (in full-text) added each year, partnership with 700 leading institutions worldwide

- Coverage
  - Business and Economics, Medical Sciences, Science, Technology, Agriculture, Social Sciences, Arts, Humanities

- Not indexed in Oria. Access this database by clicking the 'Databases'-link at uit.no/ub
Looking for Open Access literature?

https://core.ac.uk

https://www.base-search.net
HOW TO GET THE PDF? 1/2

Find the full-text of e-journals INSIDE OR OUTSIDE the collection of the library ALL OPTIONS
by Guus van den Brekel Central Medical Library UMCG updated: September 28th 2018

1 THE LEANLIBRARY
The library in YOUR browser at all times. This plugin into the browser makes OFF-CAMPUS access to full-
text, but also all digital content on sources of the library very easy.
You don’t have to find the library, it finds you!
Download LeanLibrary from https://www.leanlibrary.com/download/item244

2 THE GET IT! BUTTON
It’s presented in almost all our scientific bibliographic databases, like Pubmed, WoS etc.
To see the button, ALWAYS start using PubMed or any other database, e-journal or e-book VIA OUR WEBSITE
http://www.rug.nl/cmb or http://www.UMC.cmb

3 USE DOI-LINK IN PUBMED
Use the DOI-link presented in each PubMed-record, if you
think the Get it!-button is not working properly.
If you can download the PDF there, then the library has a
subscription (or it’s free or Open Access).
If you can not download the PDF from there, we do not have
a current subscription for access to the full-text.

4 USE EDUROAM-WIFI IN UMCG
Using the Eduroam wifi inside the UMCG, will get you
access to the PDF without having to use the library proxy-
login!
On a collection size of 50.000 online journals, there is
always a small amount of ongoing issues. Please contact us,
if you notice something is wrong (cmb@umcg.nl)

5 CONNECT-TOOL IN BROWSER
No matter where you are online, this button will take you
from the so-called PAYWALL, directly to the PDF, with a
push of the button (via the library proxy-login)
Details on how to install the CONNECT-button are here
and a short instruction-video:

6 GOOGLE SCHOLAR BUTTON
Similar to the CONNECT-button, but also searches for all
possible other available.pdf’s out there of the same
publication for CHROME | Firefox

7 KOPERNIO
Get instant notifications of available versions from your
library or otherwise. If you register with your
institutional email, you will never have to login again
off-campus to get your pdf’s, thanks to the connected
proxy-settings. Promising features like a personal
Locker, saved articles and more
http://kopernio.com (o-testing & free for now)

8 USE UNPAYWALL IN BROWSER
Get full-text of research papers as you browse, using
Unpaywall’s index of 10 million legal, open access articles.
From Chrome only momentarily http://unpaywall.org/

9 OPEN ACCESS BUTTON
This button works in Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Internet
Explorer and Edge. You have to do a simple email login, to
install it: https://openacessbutton.org/

10 HASHTAG #CANHAZPDF
Use the hashtag #canhazpdf together with a link to the
requested publication; if somebody has access, they can
send you the PDF.

11 REQUEST PDF VIA LIBRARY
This is not free, but often a fast option, and much cheaper
than buying it from the publisher. We have special rates for
staff, phd’s and students!
This is OUR REQUEST A COPY FORM of the CMB UMCG

12 REQUEST COPY VIA AUTHOR
Request a copy from the AUTHOR directly: often not the
fastest way, but traditionally a well-used route to get pdf’s.

13 BUY FROM PUBLISHER
You can of course BUY it from the Publisher or Journal
itself anyway...

14 USE READBYQXMD JOURNAL APP
https://www.readbyqxmd.com
By registering as University Medisch Groningen
staff members, and the use of the library proxy-login, you
can get a personalised way of access to the latest medical
publications, get alerts on new content relevant for you,
and of course, direct access to the PDFs.

15 USE BROWZINE JOURNAL APP
http://browzine.com
By registering as University of Groningen/UMCG staff and
the use of the library proxy-login, you can get a
personalised way of access to all Tables of Content you
wish for, and direct access to the PDFs of ALL our e-
journals.

16 TRY RESEARCHGATE
Many researchers have joined the social network for
scientists ResearchGate. And many make their pdf’s
(with and without copyright) available inside
ResearchGate for download, or offer the option to
request it from the author. We know that this is also
possible in Academia.edu

17 IF ALL ELSE FAILS..SCI-HUB ?

https://libguides.rug.nl/medicalejournals/get-the-pdf
Systematic search

A good search strategy is essential to find the information you need, and is a part of systematic search.

http://result.uit.no/sciencingright
Exercise 2: Practice searching  
(ca. 45 mins)

Work individually (or in pairs, if you prefer):

• Build a search in the top ranked database for your topic, using controlled terms (if available), text words (if necessary), operators as necessary, and the search history.

• If time: Adapt the search to another database

• Ask us anything – there are no stupid questions!
Subject librarians in technology and the natural sciences

Chemistry, biochemistry and pharmacy
sissel.h.hansen@uit.no

Sissel Helene Hansen

Geosciences, physics, computer science and engineering
noortje.dijkstra@uit.no

Noortje Dijkstra

Biology, fisheries and mathematics & statistics
lars.figenschou@uit.no

Lars Figenschou
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